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Smart grids and the IoT: 
Legacy devices in building Automation 
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Inside the house 
Smart devices 

• What makes a device smart? 

– Can control its consumption 

– Can communicate with other 
devices 

– Is collaborative to achieve  a 
common goal 

• Smart devices build up smart grids 



Context of the paper 

• Use simulation and mathematical modeling to 
understand better the mix of smart devices in 
a smartgrid 

 

• Use the simultion results as input parameters 
of a true microgrid to help the regulation 

 



Coordination of smart devices 

• Production and consumption should be locally 
coordinated to avoid external costs. 

 

• Initial plan for the microgrid is generated 
randomly and we have: 

– Constant demanding devices 

– peak-loading device 



Coordination of smart devices 
• Idea: smart devices can shift their peaks to 

reduce costs  

• Respects, e.g. 

– Number of peaks 

– Minimal distance 
between peaks time

load

shifting the demand
 could reduce costs

energy production

energy consumption



Experimental set-up 

• Scenario: 4 peak consumers, 3 constant 
consumers, 1 peak producer 

• Initial peak distribution is random (respecting 
minimal and maximal distance of peaks, and 
total number of peaks) 

• The devices communicate with a coordinator 
that gives back information to the devices 

• The devices collaborate to achieve a gobal goal 

 

 



Experimental set-up 

• Cost function for a time interval [s,e]: 

 

 

• Very conservative prices: 
– Buying energy from provider: 0.2/unit 

– Selling energy  to provider : 0.05/unit 

• Simulation on 100 units of time 
 

 
 



Evaluation I 

What are the effects of a varying number of 
smart devices? 

If a smart device is requested to optimize its consumption

behavior, it tries to shift its peaks. Therefore for each peak

an investigation of the possibility to reduce the costs by

moving the peak earlier or later in time, respecting the

aforementioned restrictions. The local plan gets modified,

but is not completely recomputed. This limits the possible

achievable cost savings. Afterwards the new local load curve

is sent to the coordinator which will update the aggregated

curve, and will send it to the next device according to the

predefined hierarchy.

In our example the producer is also seen as a smart

producer, and therefore uses the same strategy as described

above, with a negative load curve. In our case study we

assign a lower priority to the generator.

V. AN EXPERIMENTAL CASE STUDY

In this paper we are going to investigate two central

questions. The first one will try to find to what extent

a smart micro grid needs to be smart. Which will focus

on what is the influence of a varying degree of smart

devices on the achievement of the global goal. Then we

are going to investigate the effects that a load forecast can

have on the local power generation. We will use simulation

studies to investigate this questions. As we rely on randomly

generated data, the data presented here are an average of

10000 randomly generated simulations.

A. Effects of a varying degree of smart devices

In this experiment we investigate the effects on the global

goal, i.e. minimizing energy costs, with a varying degree

of smart devices in the micro grid. Thereby we assume no

forecasting abilities. We compute the mean energy costs for

four different settings.

• when no smart devices exist,

• when half the consumers are smart devices,

• when all consumers are smart devices, and

• when all consumers and the producer are smart devices.

Additionally we assume to have 3 conventional devices

that will create a base load which has only small variations

over time. In total we will have four devices that can

generate peak patterns. We assume that the peaks can be

controlled and shifted in time. Initially all loads are gener-

ated randomly. This represents the situation with no smart

devices in the grid. Our assumption is that smart devices

can reduce the energy costs. We compute the energy costs

when two and four devices are smart. We also investigate

the effects of a smart generator that can adjust its local

production plan, toward the local consumption plans. The

results of this experiment are shown in table I. For the mean

costs we can see a significant drop from the first (c) to

the second (c+p) column. This indicates the effects of local

power generation. In the following 2 columns (2sc and 4 sc)

we see the effects when devices become smart. Thereby the

total amount of energy consumption remains equal, but gets

Table I: Evaluation of the energy costs without forecasting

abilities with varying degree of smart devices. Legend (c):

only conventional consumers without a producer, (c+p): con-

ventional consumer with a local producer, (2sc) costs with 2

conventional and 2 smart devices and local production; (4sc)

costs with 4 smart devices and local production; (4sc+sp) 4

smart consumers and a smart producer

c c+p 2 sc 4 sc 4sc+sp

Mean 1475,7 1119,5 1117,0 1114,6 1090,0

std. dev. 25,4 71,0 71,0 71,0 80,4

shifted in time. We see that the smart devices are able to shift

parts of their peak loads into time slots when the generator

is turned on. This reduction is relatively small due to the

fact that the given peaks have been determined beforehand

based only on local information, and afterwards they can

only be shifted within a narrow range. The integration of the

generator as a smart device (4sc+sp) has a significant effect.

In this setting all consumers try to shift their peaks towards

times when locally energy is produced and the generator

tries to optimize its production towards the demand.

What has to be noted is the change in the variability of

the costs, shown in the second row the table. Due to the

randomness of the energy consumption, we see a standard

deviation of energy costs of 25,38 without energy production

(column c). The variability dramatically increase when a

local generator is introduced (c+p column). The total cost

reduction is still relevant, even in presence of the high

variation. The introduction of smart consumers only changes

the variability marginally. The cost reductions seem only

rather small regarding the high variability. If the energy

generator becomes also smart the variability again rises. This

is caused by the fact that the shifting strategy cannot always

applied successfully.

The high variability is an indicator that the shifting of

peaks is difficult. If the coordination strategy can be applied

successfully it turns out to be an effective approach to reduce

energy costs. But there are a lot of situations when this

coordination strategies cannot be used beneficially. This is

a strong indicator that more research is required to identify

more advanced coordination strategies. Another reason for

the variability is by the randomness of the initial scenario.

In the real world the random part is much smaller and plans

can be better adjusted to local consumption patterns. We will

therefore detail out the scenario towards more realistic data

in the future.

B. Effects of forecasting in smart micro grids

In our second series of experiments we are going to

investigate the effects on the costs when smart devices, es-

pecially the generator, has access to a forecast. We compare

the uncoordinated energy production with the one using a

forecast. Also we will vary the amount of smart devices, as

c: consumers, p: producer,  

sc: smart consumers,  sp: smart producer 

 Decrease the costs when local production and smarter 
 The smart devices cannot operate fully with this setup 



Adding Forecasting 
• Different approaches exist: 

– Large grids: ARIMA method : linear time series, 
possible if a large number of consumers, remove the 
non linear effect of each device 

– Micro grids : actually based on neural nets or hybrid 
methods 

• Our approach :  
– We extract usage patterns for electricity out of load 

curves by using classifiers that extract the load curve 
of one device using single signature and the global 
signature. 

– We also collect usage information of smart devices   
 
 



Evaluation II 
• Results not differ from first set because: 

– Assuming random peaks for devices is not realistic 

– Assuming only short term adaptation of the 
consumption and the production is very 
constraining for the forecasting 

• However the simulation system is now ready 
and we should have better results with a more 
realistic setup (extracted from real data) 



Conclusion 

• Introducing smart devices into existing grids  have 
a positive impact to reduce costs 

• Introducing smart producer helps to reduce costs 
but make it more sensitive to the diverse 
consumers and to the load plan (increase of the 
StdDev) 
 

• More work needs to be done, e.g. 
– Bigger scenarios 
– Better coordination schemes 
– Long term forecasting 

 



Conclusion 2:  
part of a bigger picture using data to predict 

consumption 

Load curves  
 
Next ¼ hour instructions 
 
Next ¼  rate 
  

Low frequency parameters (load curves) 
 
High frequency parameters(device mesures) 
 
Energy predictions (meteo, long term climate stats 
  



Conclusion 3:  
taking advantage of IPv6 

• One unified framework where all 
non ip devices can discuss  inside  an 
holisitic IPv6 network. 

• Service oriented information system 

• Legacy Device as a Service  LDaaS  

• Thanks all the partners  IoT6  



Questions? 

Contact 
René Schumann (rene.schumann@hevs.ch)   
Dominique Genoud (dominique.genoud@hevs.ch) 


